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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing carries the promise of providing powerful
new models and abstractions that could transform the way IT
services are delivered today. In order to establish the readi-
ness of clouds to deliver meaningful enterprise-class IT ser-
vices, we identify three key issues that ought to be addressed
as first priority from the perspective of potential cloud users:
how to deploy large-scale distributed services, how to deliver
high availability services, and how to perform problem reso-
lution on the cloud. We analyze multiple sources of publicly
available data to establish cloud user expectations and com-
pare against the current state of cloud offerings, with a focus
on contrasting the different requirements from two classesof
users – the individual and the enterprise. Through this pro-
cess, our initial findings indicate that while clouds are ready
to support usage scenarios for individual users, there are still
rich areas of future research to be explored to enable clouds
to support large distributed applications such as those found
in enterprises.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has recently gained significant attention

from both industry and academia. While there are many def-
initions of cloud computing, they all embrace these key char-
acteristics: the ability to deliver IT services at a lower bar-
rier to entry in terms of cost, risk, and expertise, with higher
flexibility and better scaling on-demand. Many cloud early
adopters that started from scratch without any pre-existing in-
frastructure have had great successes in leveraging these ca-
pabilities to deliver services [13]. In addition, clouds have
also had much success in delivering short-term uses and batch
applications such as indexing the New York Times’ newspa-
per archive [17]. These successes demonstrate powerful cloud
capabilities that could be leveraged to deliver services much
faster than any of these users could have achieved if they had
to build out their own infrastructure. Despite these successes,
some potential users particularly enterprise are grappling with
if and how they can use the cloud to deliver their services.

In this paper, we take a step towards understanding and
resolving some of these uncertainties. We examine “Cloud
Readiness” – whether or not clouds are ready to deliver mean-
ingful IT services from two user vantage points:individual/small
customers andlarge scale commercial enterprise customers.
Individual customers typically have simple IT services that
leverage standard components such as LAMP stacks and per-
haps three-tiered architectures. To contrast, enterprisecus-
tomers have additional performance, availability and scalabil-
ity requirements on top of these simple architectures and asa
result have much more complex larger-scale distributed ser-
vices. For example, enterprises leverage clustering to pro-

vide scalability, load balancing, hot stand-bys and disaster
recovery mechanisms to provide availability, and messaging
infrastructures to support integration across multiple applica-
tions and external third-party services. In addition, security,
privacy and isolation guarantees as well as full-scale ITIL-
compliance [14] for infrastructure and application monitoring,
problem determination, and change management are required.
While some of these requirements may be desirable for indi-
vidual users if made affordable, they are absolutely mandatory
for enterprise users.

The approach we take in this paper is to assess and under-
stand the readiness of cloud computing. Rather than enumer-
ate a broad set of requirements, we focus on three key re-
quirements. Our selection of requirements is driven by prior-
itizing the most important questions from the perspective of
potential cloud users: how to deploy large-scale distributed
services on the cloud, how to deliver high availability services
using clouds, and what to do when there are problems with
services running on the cloud. We note that business require-
ments such as cost are a common concern, but pricing models
have been extensively established in previous work [11] and
are not further discussed in this paper.

In order to answer our three questions, we use publicly
available data to establish the current state of the cloud and
compare it against cloud user expectations. In addition, we
discuss areas of future research to accelerate the adoptionof
clouds for all classes of users. Our goal is to raise and discuss
these research directions rather than provide specific answers
or final conclusions. These are wide open areas that deserve
attention from the systems community. In§ 2, we look at how
to deploy large-scale distributed services on the cloud andan-
alyze the deployment building blocks available from virtual
appliance marketplaces. Service availability expectations are
explored in§ 3 using Website uptime monitoring data. In§ 4,
we mine discussions on cloud user forums to better under-
stand the problem resolution processes on today’s clouds.§ 5
summarizes our findings and provides initial answers to our
bigger question: are clouds ready for individuals and enter-
prises to use?

2. SERVICE DEPLOYMENT ON THE CLOUD
In this section, we study the readiness of clouds for deploy-

ing large-scale IT applications. First we examine the current
state of the art in service deployment, particularly looking at
common application building blocks or images ready to be de-
ployed in the cloud. We then discuss future work that could
make the cloud ready for large distributed applications.

2.1 Current Practice
The deployment steps in a cloud are similar to the tradi-
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Figure 1: Amazon EC2 Public AMIs and VMWare Mar-
ketplace Virtual Appliance Categories on March 23, 2009.

tional non-cloud practices, usually including hardware and
software procurement, base OS installation, middle-ware and
application provisioning, customization and data loading. Clouds
simplify these steps by providing automated provisioning.How-
ever, exactly which steps are automated and to what extent
depends on the type of service abstraction used by the cloud
provider. For example, infrastructure as a service providers
like Amazon EC2 [1] automate procurement, base OS and
some monolithic middle-ware provisioning, while platformas
a service providers such as Google App Engine [3] include
middle-ware by default. Going further up the stack, software
as a service providers such as Salesforce [8] have applications
ready for use. Depending on the type of user, the extent of
the automation in each of these steps is also important. An
enterprise user may want automated support for distributed
multi-tier multi-node applications whereas an individualuser
may be satisfied with monolithic base image provisioning.

Applications are commonly deployed on a cloud using vir-
tual appliances as building blocks. We study two prominent
community sources, public EC2 Amazon Machine Images (AMI)
and VMWare Virtual Appliance Marketplace [9], to under-
stand what type of virtual appliances are available for deploy-
ment today. We took a snapshot of the images available on
March 23, 2009 and categorized them based on their types.
We find that most of the available images are for base OS and
common applications as depicted in Figure 1. There are a to-
tal of 51 images offered by Amazon EC2. Based on image
names, 51% are OS (Fedora core, Windows), and 41% are
common middle-ware (Apache, TomCat, mySQL) or combi-
nation images such as Fedora core with Apache and mySQL
(LAMP stack). In VMWare Marketplace, there are a total
of 1105 virtual appliances. Using VMWare’s categorization,
base OS and middle-ware images also dominate similar to on
EC2. While monolithic images satisfy many use cases partic-
ularly those required by individuals or small businesses, there
is little automated support for putting together multiple im-
ages to form complex services.

In large-scale enterprise applications, multiple VMs are com-
monly deployed together to support a single application to
address scalability, load balancing, and availability require-
ments. With growing interest of enterprise customers, we ex-
pect to see pressure on clouds to go beyond monolithic base
image provisioning to support automated large distributedser-
vice provisioning. Therefore deploying such applicationswould
need additional capabilities such as the ability to: (i) express
relationships among these VMs denoting the dependencies at
configuration time and at running time, (ii) compose complex
deployment from single and already built set of VMs, and (iii)
instantiate the deployment based on the above stated depen-

dencies. The concept of provisioning a complex application
based on single images has been commonly referred to asSer-
vice Composition. For example, RightScale [6] and 3Tera [5]
provide provisioning capabilities beyond single VM deploy-
ment, specifically multi-tier image provisioning to support the
composition of complex applications and customer data load-
ing. While capabilities in this area are emerging in the right
direction, it is still an open space to turn these capabilities into
accepted common standards.

2.2 Challenges in Deploying Enterprise Appli-
cations

In this section, we look at two additional challenges that go
beyond the above challenge in service composition. Particu-
larly, we discuss one of the largest barriers for enterprises to
transition their applications onto the cloud. In addition,once
services are running on the cloud, we look at how to accom-
modate service changes by providing re-provisioning capabil-
ities.

A major barrier for enterprise cloud adoption is how to
transform an existing enterprise service deployment into acloud-
based deployment. Take an example of a multi-tiered web
service deployment with extra components such as directory
service and messaging service integration. Migrating suchan
application into the cloud presents a few technical challenges
worth further exploration. First, prior to migration, a thor-
ough understanding of the existing architecture is required,
including what components are involved, their relationships,
and how the configuration of such relationships are achieved.
One would expect the application owner to know this infor-
mation. In reality unfortunately, application owners may not
keep track of all detailed information. Personnel changes also
add to the complexity of keeping the architecture documen-
tation up to date. Dependency graphs have been used in per-
formance debugging for distributed systems [12, 10], how-
ever, dependencies for migration may need to be more defini-
tive and may require discovering full configuration of all of
relevant components. Second, migrating business-critical ap-
plications impose constraints on downtime as any downtime
would cause a significant loss to the enterprise. Therefore,
live migration for such an application is desirable. Though
live migration in LAN environment has been a mature pro-
cess, migrating into cloud from an existing data center may
not necessarily meet this requirement. New technologies may
need to be invented to overcome limitations in network band-
width and latency as well as maintaining the liveness of client
sessions.

Second, while provisioning is often thought of as a one-
time event, re-provisioning to accommodate changes is a rather
common operation. The complexity of enterprise applications
usually evolves over time to accommodate new business re-
quirements and new technologies. For example, a simple 3-
tiered web deployment may change to a complex multi-tiered
deployment when new components such as directory service
for user verification and messaging service for collaborative
questioning are added. Deploying such a system in a non-
cloud environment usually requires manual dependency dis-
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covery and manual configuration in each of the system com-
ponents. However, once services are running on the cloud,
such manual efforts are not in the spirit of cloud’s automated
provisioning capabilities. The challenge for cloud providers
to support these evolving deployments is to enable simple
ways to express service-level relationships and logic, support
changes, and automatically re-provision or map services to
a standard set of system-level components (i.e., base virtual
machine images). This will likely require that cloud providers
maintain a set of standard images that can be customized ac-
cording to meta-data/configuration specified by cloud users.
However, what qualifies as a standard base image, a customiza-
tion, and a way to put together these base images remains an
open area.

3. SERVICE AVAILABILITY ON THE CLOUD
A key concern for users when considering deploying ser-

vices on clouds is the availability of their services. In this
section, we look at cloud providers’ service level agreement
(SLA) and establish cloud users’ availability expectations. Then
we discussion future directions to enable cloud users to achieve
higher availability.

3.1 Cloud SLA Coverage
In order to better understand the cloud provider’s scope of

responsibility, we map cloud SLAs to known classification of
root causes of Internet service failures: human operator (i.e.,
configuration error), hardware, software, environmental fail-
ures, server node failures, and network failures [20]. EC2 ex-
poses a virtual hardware abstraction to its users with an SLA
that covers all hardware, network, and environmental failures.
This leaves two causes of failures that need to be managed
by the cloud user: operator node failures and software node
failures. Projecting what would likely be covered in a future
Google App Engine SLA based on its programming language
API that does not allow users to directly control the infrastruc-
ture, Google would likely manage all causes of failures except
for those made by the cloud user in developing the software
running on the cloud. Putting this into context, if the threeIn-
ternet services studied by Oppenheimer, et al. [20] were to be
delivered on EC2, the percentage of failures that would have
had to be resolved by the cloud user would have been signif-
icantly reduced from all failures to 24%-79% of the failures.
Cloud users can take full advantage of cloud SLAs and focus
on resolving a much smaller set of failures.

3.2 User Expectations of Availability
Given that many availability problems could be handled by

cloud providers, we next examine whether or not the level of
availability in today’s cloud SLAs meet users’ expectations.
We first establish users’ expectations by looking at the current
state of service availability of two classes of potential cloud
users: individual and enterprise users. We analyze monitor-
ing data collected by Pingdom [7] that tracks Website perfor-
mance from many different vantage points every monitoring
interval (i.e., 5 minutes). For the average individual user, we
randomly selected as representatives five sites that use ’org’
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Figure 2: User expectations of service availability.

in their names and have at least 2 years of monitoring data
to avoid bias against any start up hiccups. For enterprise-class
cloud users, we look at the availability data of five well-known
Internet services that have large-scale multi-tier infrastruc-
tures: Amazon, CNN, Ebay, Walmart and Yahoo. We expect
enterprise services to have similar high availability require-
ments to these enterprise Websites. We compute downtime
based on the method defined in the EC2 SLA as the total of
number of minutes the site is unavailable for events lasting
longer than 5 minutes over a 1-year period. Shorter events
are not considered as downtime. Note that Pingdom measures
the end-to-end service availability, of which cloud SLAs only
provide partial coverage and are at best an optimistic upper-
bound to the overall end-to-end availability.

Figure 2 depicts the availability of each of these sites for the
past two years 2007-2008. The first five sites are individual
sites, having 96.350% to 99.993% availability with an average
of 99.368% or over 55 hours of downtime in a year. The EC2
SLA provides higher availability at 99.95% or roughly 4 hours
of downtime. If infrastructure problems are the main causes
of failures, the average site could substantially benefit from a
higher level of availability on the cloud than what they may
have using their own infrastructure.

On the other hand, there is a significant gap in service avail-
ability between well-provisioned enterprise services andindi-
vidual services. This is not surprising given that enterprises
invest significant resources in managing their services. The
availability of the last five enterprise-class services in Figure 2
range from 99.962% to 99.999%, with an average of 99.987%
availability or only an hour downtime in a year. Enterprise
users could see up to 4-times their typical downtime if they
were to deploy their services on a cloud. This could be ade-
terrent for enterprise users from adopting the cloud until SLAs
are a closer match to their current operating level.

3.3 New Directions for Higher Availability
In this section, we look at what would be needed to get

cloud-based services up to and beyond the level of availability
required by enterprise users, by discussing the need for new
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and easy-to-use high availability solutions.
First, we explore the technical differences between individ-

ual vs. enterprise sites that result in the observed gap in ser-
vice availability. The key difference is enterprises’ extensive
use of scaling architectures such as content delivery networks,
HTTP front-ends, and load-balancing at various levels [16].
Cloud providers have taken large steps to reduce the barrier
by providing ready-to-use building blocks such as content de-
livery networks [4], load balancing components [6, 5, 1], and
automatic scaling [1] to all users. However, the key challenge
is how to make the enterprise-level expertise to architect and
put together those blocks equally widely accessible. For ex-
ample, under which system conditions and workloads would
a content delivery network be a superior architectural solution
than automatic scaling? Or when does it make sense to use
load balancing and what kind of load balancing? If one could
encode such logic into a set of templates and rules based on
system conditions to automatically leverage the appropriate
architectural solution in a way that it could be easily reused
by different cloud users for their services, we would be get-
ting closer to commoditizing the delivery of highly available
services on the cloud.

A second direction going beyond the scope of one cloud is
to extend high availability architectures across different cloud
providers. Compared to the first research direction discussed
above, this direction is in its infancy both in terms of the tech-
nical components and the expertise. Individual cloud providers
are likely to focus on increasing the performance and stabil-
ity of their own clouds in order to provider higher levels of
availability in their SLAs. However, cloud users would like
the flexibility to take advantage of multiple providers to in-
crease their service availability. For example, when one cloud
has a problem, services can automatically fail-over to a differ-
ent cloud without any impact on overall availability. The key
challenge is to establish mechanisms and provide a common
API or framework that would commoditize the construction
of high availability services delivered across multiple clouds.

Lastly, an equally important research direction is to develop
new virtualization technologies that support higher availabil-
ity. Cloud providers have yet to take advantage of recent ad-
vances in virtualization technology that could be used to by-
pass problems in a manner that is transparent with little or
no impact on service availability, eventually leading to pro-
viding higher SLAs. For example, live migration [19, 15]
enables the movement of a running virtual machine to a dif-
ferent physical location. This capability can be applied to
many of the problems reported on the EC2 cloud user fo-
rum to avoid down time. For example, today when cloud
providers need to perform fixes or maintenance on a physi-
cal machine, they inform users to shutdown and reattach their
instances to a different location. Instead of incurring service
down time, cloud providers or users could use live migration
to move the instance while still running. Another example is
contention on a physical machine where one user’s instance
could be over-consuming shared resources [18]. Other users
could migrate to different physical machines to avoid poor
performance. While migrating to a destination in the same

cloud is supported by today’s technology, migrating to a dif-
ferent cloud is a rich open area. We believe that there are
interesting design and architectural issues that could be fur-
ther explored to enable capabilities such as live migrationon
the cloud, whether they are to be used by providers under the
covers or by users through cloud APIs.

4. SERVICE PROBLEM RESOLUTION
Problem determination and resolution in IT environments

has been a long-standing challenge. Cloud computing adds to
the complexity because cloud providers are handling all of the
infrastructure management tasks and giving users an abstrac-
tion that hides operational details from higher-level applica-
tions. Therefore, this limits users’ visibility and capability to
perform root cause analysis for applications when incidents
happen. In this section, we look at the current state of the art
and future areas of research to see through the layers of ab-
straction in order to perform problem resolution. We focus on
EC2 as the primary data point as it has a strong user commu-
nity that is creating early best practices in this area. We note
that our discussion applies to both class of users, individuals
or enterprises, as both require problem resolution capabilities.

4.1 Current Problem Resolution Practice
EC2 provides two options for problem resolution: premium

paid support or free user discussion forums [2]. With premium
service, users are able to access a Web-based ticketing system
and get one-on-one support. Amazon also provides client-
side diagnostic tools for premium users which collects infor-
mation about the client environment. Output files of these
tools can be share with Amazon’s support team on a problem
ticket. However, the actual problem determination practice
still requires manual information sharing and collaborative de-
bugging between users and Amazon. Moreover, cloud APIs
lack automated report or query mechanisms that would allow
users to get more information about their instances and their
related hardware status. The most relevant EC2 API – the
ec2-describe-instances call provides instance running state.
The recently-introduced Amazon CloudWatch provides cus-
tomers with monitoring metrics such as resource utilization
and operational performance of individual instances. How-
ever, this information has limited use for problem resolution
as it does not expose information about the instances’ external
dependencies on the shared infrastructure such as the physical
server or the network.

In order to understand the problem resolution process, we
mine all active discussion threads from the EC2 forum be-
tween April 1-7, 2009. We classify the 139 threads into one
of three possible categories: Feature Request, How To, and
Problem. Table 1 shows the number of threads in each cate-
gory. Feature requests such as “instance type needed” account
for 10% of the threads. More than half of the threads fall un-
der HowTo/Info where known solutions or best practices are
discussed. And about 34% of the threads fall under the Prob-
lem category. Each problem thread starts with a clear problem
statement such as the symptoms listed in Table 2. Of the 47
problem threads, 5 had no follow-up resolution, 30 were user
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errors resolved by suggestions from other users or the Ama-
zon support team, and the remaining 12 problems were EC2
errors including hardware problems, system bugs, or outage
ultimately solved by Amazon’s support team.

Feature HowTo/ Problem
Request Info Cloud Err User Err Unknown
14(10%) 78 (56%) 12 (25%) 30 (64%) 5 (11%)

Table 1: Categories of EC2 forum threads in one week

In Table 2, we categorize the type of problem based on the
manifestation of the symptom and present the top three ar-
eas: (i) problem with specific user instance, (ii) elastic block
storage service that provides storage for the instance, and(iii)
security problem. Next, we make several observations about
the nature of the problems: when the problems happen, how
the problem determination process works, and what additional
data is needed to perform the diagnosis.

We see problems happen at multiple phases in the service
management lifecycle. Several problems occur at theservice
on-boarding stage such as unable to launch instance, failure
to attach EBS, or unable to login. In addition, there are fail-
ures duringday-to-day operations as well such as instance
unreachable, instance died, or authorization problem. Lastly,
we see problems with deleting or shutting down instances at
the termination phase which are unique problems for clouds.
Note that users are charged based on usage, therefore, sup-
porting clean deletion is a requirement.

We also make observations about the problem resolution
process. First, similar symptoms such as failure to launch in-
stance could be manifestations of different root causes that
could be on the user side (wrong key file used) or the cloud
side (EC2’s configuration service failed). Without sufficient
visibility on both ends, problem determination is left to users
and cloud providers to request additional information from
each other back-and-forth with some amount of trial and er-
ror until a root cause is determined. As an example, we walk
through one thread reporting that an EBS volume is failing
to attach to an instance. The thread starts with the problem
description by one user and evolves into a 23-posting discus-
sion involving 9 users, 5 of which observed similar problems,
and 2 members of the EC2 support team. The EC2 team re-
quested additional information from users such as commands
that were used to attach the EBS volumes, specific volume
names, and their locations. From that, we speculate that they
used that information to guide their examination of the inter-
nal EC2 logs. They eventually identified that the problem was
localized to a subset of compute hardware and advised users
to launch new instances as a work-around.

4.2 Peeling Through the Layers of Abstractions
Given that the risk is shared between cloud providers and

users, it is desirable to be able to determine clear ownership
of responsibility when problems occur. Next, we discuss po-
tential research areas that could help to ensure ownership and
provide stream-lined support for problem resolution.

First, we discuss what information is needed for problem
resolution. At the most basic level, an answer to the question

Problem Symptom Root cause / Solution

Instance problems
Shut down • Could not shut down, status • Hardware problem

hangs at “shutting down” • Reason unknown
Inaccessible • Instance down • Access point bug

unreachable • Reason unknown
Died • Instance died, up after reboot• Reason unknown
Launching • Console hangs at “runn- • Used wrong key file

ing local boot scripts...” • ec2config failed
• Status shows “running” • Reason unknown
but no console output

Elastic Block Storage(EBS) problems
Attach • Fail to attach but • EBS software bug

status shows available
Delete • Cannot delete, status is • Connection problem

“deleting” for hours • Communication delay
• Dead instance

Snapshot • Pending for hours • Status not updated
correctly without cause

Security problems
Authorization • All ports opened • Reason unknown
Login • Unable to login • Reason unknown

Table 2: Description and solution for top problems.

“is it my problem or is it your problem?” would greatly sim-
plify the process for both parties. In fact, for 64% of the re-
ported problems which are user errors, cloud providers could
even skip participation in those discussions if users couldthem-
selves verify that the pieces of the cloud infrastructure that are
running the users’ instances are operating without incident.
In addition, this verification makes it faster for users to do
problem determination. More detailed information is useful
particularly when there may be underlying problems with the
infrastructure. However, the challenge is that the information
has to come from both the user and the provider. In almost all
of the discussions, user activity logs were useful in providing
specific information about user operations that did not suc-
ceed. In addition, the topology of the users’ services which
could span multiple instances would also be needed in order
to map to the underlying infrastructure. From the provider
side, status information of the infrastructure associatedwith
the user’s services is also critical. This information may in-
clude hardware status, network capacity, connectivity, etc.

Another important issue is to develop mechanisms to en-
able sharing of such information between the multiple parties.
The information in its raw state may be sensitive. Exploring
how to cleanse that information such that it could be appropri-
ately shared is an interesting area of future research. Another
possible direction is to develop new mechanisms or APIs to
enable cloud users to directly and automatically query and
correlate application level events with lower level hardware
information to better identify the root cause of the problem.

5. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have looked at answering three pressing is-

sues that are important to cloud users to determine if and how
they will embrace clouds as the new delivery platform for their
IT needs: service deployment, service availability, and service
problem resolution. We use publicly available data, and look
at these issues from the perspective of two very different types
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of potential cloud users – individuals and enterprises.
We find that current deployment mechanisms focus on mono-

lithic systems, with some initial support for some enterprise-
style application underway. Future work for better support
of large-scale distributed architecture including migration of
legacy applications onto the cloud, and more flexible compo-
sition of basic system components especially when re-provisioning
of an existing system is needed.

Service availability is also a developing area as clouds are
beginning to offer SLAs to its users. For individual users,
the availability levels in the SLAs may already be reason-
ably sufficient. However, raising the availability levels is cru-
cial to attract enterprise use. Exploring mechanisms to en-
able higher levels of availability such as advanced virtual-
ization/live migration capabilities could be beneficial toboth
classes of users.

Lastly, for problem resolution, we find that the current man-
ual process both classes of users faces scaling challenges.It
is critical for cloud users to obtain enoughvisibility into the
cloud infrastructure to identify the root cause of problems. We
hope to see providers offer more automated support mecha-
nisms to facilitate better problem determination, and in turn
spur larger-scale adoption of cloud computing.
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